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Top Rated Chicken Dishes in the World

Chicken Dishes

Steamed Chicken Feet Dim Sum (Feng Zhao)

Feng Zhao is the name for braised chicken feet prepared in dim sum style.
The chicken feet are cleaned, salted, and dried before being deep-fried in oil
to puff up the skin and caramelize the exterior. The chicken feet are next
braised to tenderize them; they are cooked in a pot of water with star anise
and sliced ginger.
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The chicken feet are drained and marinated in oyster sauce, sugar, black
pepper, and black bean sauce before being sautéed in sesame oil with garlic
until the sauce thickens. These flavorful chicken feet are often served piping
hot with a side of black bean sauce.

Cashew Chicken Springfield-Style

When it debuted in 1963 at the Grove Supper Club, cashew chicken
prepared in the Springfield manner was an instant hit. In an effort to unite the
two cultures, chef David Leong, a Chinese immigrant, changed his country’s
cuisine to suit local tastes.

Instead of stir-frying the chicken, he dipped it in batter, deep-fried it, and then
covered it with a thicker mixture of soy sauce, chicken stock, and oyster
sauce. Typically, the meal is served over rice and topped with crushed
cashews and chopped green onions.

Gammeldags kylling

Chicken pot roast is one of the traditional home-cooked foods enjoyed by
Danes. Typically, a whole chicken is grilled and then simmered gently in a
broth with onions, parsley, and peppercorns. When the meat is fully cooked,
the braising liquid is reduced and thickened with a flour roux or cream, if
desired.

Old-fashioned chicken, or Gammeldags kylling, is typically served with
roasted potatoes, cucumber salad, and the accompanying sauce.

Escabeche de pollo

Escabeche de pollo is a Peruvian meal composed of chicken pieces covered
in pickling sauce that have been browned. In Peru, escabeche is produced as
a mixture of onions, vinegar, honey, and fiery chilli peppers that have been
pickled. Although fish escabeche is more common, this dish is done with
chicken and is typically served with rice that absorbs the tasty acidic sauce.
Escabeche de polloEscabeche de pollo is a Peruvian meal composed of
chicken pieces covered in a pickling sauce that have been browned. In Peru,
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escabeche is produced as a mixture of onions, vinegar, honey, and fiery chilli
peppers that have been pickled. Although fish escabeche is more common,
this dish is done with chicken and is typically served with rice that absorbs the
tasty acidic sauce.

Before serving, escabeche de pollo can be garnished with olives and bits of
hard-boiled eggs, and it is typically served on a bed of lettuce, resulting in an
aesthetically stunning chicken meal.

Coq au Riesling

Coq au Riesling is an Alsatian variant of the classic coq au vin consisting of
chicken, mushrooms, onion, lardons, and one of the best wines in the world,
dry Riesling wine from Alsace. It is reported that the dish tastes even better
the next day after being refrigerated overnight, as the flavours intensify.

On a cold winter’s night, the chicken can be served over egg noodles, white
rice, boiled potatoes, or the more traditional spaetzle, making it a terrific
comfort dish.
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Juane Juane is a typical dish from the Peruvian jungles consisting of chicken,
olives, hard-boiled eggs, and rice seasoned with turmeric, oregano, and
cumin, among other spices. The contents are wrapped in waxy bijou leaves
(which resemble banana leaves) and then fried.

The meal is typically served with cassava or boiled bananas. Juanes are
available in traditional eateries, marketplaces, and street sellers. The term
juane refers to St. John the Baptist because the meal is typically consumed
on June 24 during San Juan’s feast (patron saint of the Amazon).

Tebasaki yakitori

Tebasaki is a typical Japanese yakitori dish composed primarily of chicken
wings. The wings are placed on skewers before being grilled or, in certain
instances, deep-fried until cooked (especially in Nagoya). The wings are often
seasoned with merely salt and pepper to enhance the crispiness of the skin,
and they are typically served in pairs on a skewer.

If preferred, lime wedges may be served alongside the dish. Tebasaki is
commonly served in izakaya establishments.

Samgyetang

Samgyetang is a delicious South Korean soup consisting of a young, entire
chicken cooked with ginseng, garlic, and rice. Ginseng is respected in Korea
for its medical characteristics, as it reduces blood sugar and enhances the
body’s immune system and stamina, making samgyetang a great soup for hot
summer days, when people suffer from nutritional deficiencies owing to heavy
sweating and loss of appetite.

The soup’s flavors are somewhat milder than those of other Korean and
Chinese herbal medicinal soups, and its affordability may also contribute to
its popularity during the summer. In restaurants, a little bottle of insangju
ginseng alcohol is frequently served on the side, as it is thought to increase
physical stamina.

Poulet au cidre
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Chicken with cider is a classic meal from the French province of Brittany. It is
prepared using chicken breasts, onions, apples, butter, cream, nutmeg, and
regionally preferred hard cider. In butter, onions and apples are sautéed, and
then the chicken is browned and blended with cider.

The mixture is cooked until the cider is reduced, and then the cream is added
to achieve the desired consistency. The recipe is seasoned with nutmeg, salt,
and pepper, and the chicken is topped with a velvety apple-and-onion sauce
before being served.

Coronation Chicken

Coronation chicken is an English chicken meal prepared in the Indian style.
The list of ingredients may vary but often includes cooked chicken chopped
into pieces, mayonnaise, tomato paste, curry spice, onions, chicken stock,
lemon juice, yogurt, dried apricots, and oil.

Cooked or stir-fried ingredients are then mixed with chicken pieces. The dish
should be chilled for at least one hour before serving. It was developed in
1953 by Constance Spry and Rosemary Hume to commemorate the
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II.
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Dakbokkeumtang

South Korean Dakbokkeumtang consists of chicken pieces, potatoes, onions,
and carrots stir-fried in a blend of soy sauce, fermented sauce (gochujang),
and garlic. The meal started in the 20th century when mass poultry farming
was introduced in Korea, and it quickly became one of the country’s favorite
fowl dishes.

It is also known as dakdoritang, which is formed from the Korean word for
chicken, dak, and the term for rice, Dori (bird in Japanese). The blend of
tastes, the spiciness from ground red peppers, and the tenderness of the
meat are frequently appreciated.

Chicken and Dumplings

Chicken and dumplings is an American meal consisting of chicken cooked in
water and flour, shortening, and liquid dumplings. Typically, the dumplings are
cooked in the remaining chicken broth after the meat has been prepared.
During the Great Depression, the dish was created to stretch a limited
amount of beef to serve a large number of people.
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Chicken Nuggets

Chicken nuggets are chicken products that are breaded or battered with meat
slurry, then baked or deep-fried. Despite the dish’s high caloric content, it was
once considered a healthier option than the beef that was already available.
Robert C., a food science professor at Cornell University, devised the
nuggets in the 1950s.

Baker. His prototype nugget overcame two obstacles: maintaining the
integrity of the ground meat without wrapping it in the skin and adhering the
batter to the meat despite the tremendous heat of deep-frying. Baker
designed chicken nuggets to increase poultry sales by transforming them into
a convenient dish that appealed to lazy cooks.

Magarına bulli

Magarna bulli is a classic meal from Cyprus consisting of chicken. Chicken,
pasta such as penne or macaroni, chicken stock, salt, pepper, lemon juice,
halloumi cheese, parsley, onions, garlic, olive oil, and mint are typical
ingredients.

Onions, garlic, and half of lemon are stuffed within the bird’s cavity. It’s
seasoned with salt and pepper and drizzled with olive oil. After roasting the
chicken, the flesh is cut and then combined with stock-cooked pasta. On top
of the dish are grated halloumi, mint, parsley, and a squeeze of lemon juice.
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